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Abstract
	In what way does human sociality differ from that of ants or bees?  The sociality of social insects is an emergent at the level of the nest or hive, an emergent of the organization of interactions among the biological organisms: Each individual insect remains as a biological being no matter how complex the social organization.  There is a sense in which that is the case for humans, but human sociality also involves an additional social ontological emergence for each individual.  This is the developmental emergence of the social person.  Modeling how this occurs, and accounting for how it could possibly occur, will be the foci of this talk.  Accounting for how ontological emergence is possible at all takes us into issues of philosophy and physics.  Accounting for how the individual level social emergence of persons is possible in human beings, but not in insects, takes us into issues of mind and development.  Modeling how this occurs in human beings takes us into issues of knowledge, values, and culture.  Conclusion: you may or may not be social in the sense of sociable, but you are social ontologically (at least in a major way).
Overview
•	Human sociality involves a social ontological emergence for each individual.  This is the developmental emergence of the social person.  Modeling how this occurs, and accounting for how it could possibly occur, will be the foci of this talk.
Overview II
•	Accounting for how ontological emergence is possible at all takes us into issues of philosophy and physics.
Overview III
•	Accounting for how the individual level social emergence of persons is possible in human beings, but not in insects, takes us into issues of mind and development.
Overview IV
•	Modeling how this occurs in human beings takes us into issues of knowledge, values, and culture.
Ontological Emergence
•	The legacy of Parmenides
–	Empedocles, Democritus, Aristotle
•	Substance ontology
–	Inert: Process or change requires explanation
–	No emergence: No new substances
–	Factual; Substance and properties
•	Dirempted from normativity, intentionality, modality
Three Metaphysical Options
•	Two realms: factual substance - normative, intentional, modal mind
•	First option: assume two realms:
–	Aristotle, Descartes, Kant, Analytic Philosophy
•	Second option: do it all with “mind”
–	Hegel, Green, Bradley
•	Third option: do it all with substance and fact
–	Hobbes, Hume, Quine
–	And contemporary science, including psychology
•	Major psychologist not interested in such “mystical” things when asked about normativity of representation

Emergence?
•	Normativity cannot be emergent in natural world, according to this framework, because emergence is precluded by the substance assumptions
•	Codified by Hume
Hume
•	No “norms” can be derived from “facts”
•	Argument: any conclusion terms can be backtranslated through abbreviatory definitions into premise terms
•	If there are no normative terms in premises, then there can be no normative terms in valid conclusion
•	General form: nothing new but “arrangements” of premise terms: no emergence
Jaegwon Kim
•	All causality is in fundamental particles
•	Any apparent causality at higher levels is epiphenomenal — it’s just the working out of the particle causal interactions within that arrangement
•	Organization is just the stage setting for genuine particle causality
Contra Hume
•	Abbreviatory definition is not the only valid form of definition
•	Implicit definition
–	Set of axioms implicitly defines class of models for those axioms
–	Also non-formal versions: define as satisfiers of conditions
•	Cannot backtranslate through implicit definitions
–	Beth’s theorem …
Contra Kim
•	There are no particles
•	Quantum field theory
–	All is quantized excitations of the field
–	Impossibility of pure point particle ontology
•	All is process
Contra Kim II
•	Unlike particles, processes are inherently organized
•	If organization is not a legitimate locus of causal power, then there is no causality in the universe
•	Therefore, in a process metaphysics, new organization is a legitimate potential locus of new causal power
•	Emergent, non-epiphenomenal, causal power

Emergence!
•	Genuine ontological emergence is not precluded
•	A process metaphysics, which is forced in any case, legitimates it
•	Undoes substance framework from Parmenides, Empedocles, Democritus, Aristotle, and so on
•	Task of accounting for normative emergence remains — this “just” removes barrier to its presumed possibility
Normative Emergence
•	Process — change is default, not stasis
•	Must account for stability
•	Energy well stability of process organization
–	Can be isolated: going to equilibrium is fine
•	Stability of far from equilibrium process organizations
–	Cannot be isolated: far from equilibrium conditions must be maintained
Self Maintenance
•	Self maintenant systems
–	Contribute to their own far from equilibrium stability
–	Candle flame
•	Recursive self maintenant systems
–	Can change what they do to maintain ffe conditions
–	Bacterium
Truth Value
Emergence of Representational Normativity
•	Selections of interactions — e.g., swimming — will be functional, will contribute to the stability of the system, only under certain conditions
•	Selections of interactions functionally presuppose that those conditions exist
•	Those presuppositions can be true,
–	Or false
Content
•	The conditions presupposed in interaction selections constitute representational content
–	It is this content that will be true or false about the environment
•	 This content is implicit — presupposed — not explicit
•	The bacterium knows nothing that is explicit about sugar or gradients
Resources for More Complex Representation
•	Frog: multiple interaction possibilities
–	Differentiate indications of interaction possibilities from selection of next interaction
•	Indications still involve functional presuppositions — still involve truth value
Complex Representation II
•	Conditionals for setting up indications of interactive potentialities exist in organism even if not currently enacted
•	Conditional potentialities can iterate, prior interactions being conditions for potentialities of later interactions
•	Can branch, iterate — can form complex webs of conditional interactive potentialities
Complex Representation III
•	Small objects
–	Reachable, invariant subwebs
•	Abstractions
–	Second level of interactive representation
–	Unbounded hierarchy of levels of potential knowing
•	Stolen (and modified) from Piaget
•	Possible because both are action based models of representation
Representation and Pragmatism
•	Both are Pragmatist models
•	Indications of interaction potentialities are anticipative
–	Anticipates the flow of interaction
•	It is interaction anticipations that can be true or false
–	Anticipations are modal (interaction possibilities), normative (true or false), and intentional (about interactions with this environment)

Dominant Contemporary Approaches to Representation
•	Encoding correspondences
•	Plato, Aristotle signet ring pressing into wax
•	Substance motivations: how can “thing” represent
•	Dominant since ancient Greeks
•	Pragmatism introduced a little over a century ago
Problems with Encodingism
•	Causal, nomological, informational, correspondence variously selected as the special representation constituting kind
•	Problems:
–	Which correspondence
•	Explicitness required — methodological solipsism
–	Error
–	System detectable error
Representation and Motivation
•	Action and motivation irrelevant to passive input processing models of representation
•	Passive mind must be energized to do something
•	But FFE cannot do nothing
•	Motivation: not what makes system do something rather than nothing
Representation and Motivation II
•	Motivation: what determines selection of next activities
•	Representation: indications of interactive potentialities
•	Motivation: selection among those possibilities
•	Two aspects of the same underlying process, not two subsystems
Implications for Learning and Development
•	Transduction, induction: world pressing itself into passive mind
•	World cannot impress an interaction system into an otherwise passive mind
•	Action basis for representation forces constructivism
•	Absent prescience, this must be an evolutionary epistemology
–	Variational constructions, selections
Constructions
•	In complex organisms, constructions are in the context of prior constructions and make use of prior constructions as resources
–	Recursive
–	Metarecursive
•	Introduces historicity into constructive trajectories over time
–	Some things are possible or easier to construct only on the basis of prior constructions
Learning and Development
•	Learning is the study of such constructions as they occur in the moment
•	Development focuses on the historicities of constructions
Constraints on Development
•	Prior constructions
•	Modifications of selection pressures
•	Possible modes, trajectories of construction
–	Emergence of domain specific constructive advantages
•	Knowing levels
Developmental Emergences
•	If mind is a computer, then development consists of storing lots of information
–	It’s of no particular consequence if that information is about social interactions
–	There is no basis for emergence
•	If mind is an interactive system, then development constructs a potentially emergent kind of interactive system
Emergence of Social Ontology
Claim
•	Social reality is an emergent level from individual level ontology
•	Persons are developmental emergents of co-constitutive participants in social/cultural realities
Situation Conventions
•	Epistemological problem that agents pose for each other
–	Construal of situation depends on construal of other, which depends on other’s construal of you
•	Coordination problem
•	Solution: situation convention
Constitute Social Realities
•	Convention that this is a lecture situation
•	This situation would be a birthday party if we all assumed so
•	Social realities constituted in commonality of presumptions concerning them
•	Violations of conventions can have consequences: realities resist and surprise
Non-repeating Situation Conventions
•	E.g., common understanding of utterance situation that enables resolution of pronouns
•	Clearly of basic importance for understanding language, but will not be my focus here
Institutionalized Conventions
•	Conventionalized situations, signals, etc. for invoking convention types
•	Shared across individuals and times
–	Drive on right side of road
–	Lecture situations
–	Relationships: invoked by person
–	Role typifications and role relationships
Social and Cultural Persons
•	Developing individual will incorporate social realities as locating, identifying, him or her.
•	Developing individual will incorporate social normative potentialities as possible means for valuing self
–	Both of these can differ in fundamental ways from culture to culture
–	So correspondingly will the persons that developmentally emerge in those cultures
Hermeneutic Ontology
•	Persons have a linguistic, hermeneutic ontology
•	Though not entirely
•	Still emergent in biological base
–	With intrinsic interests
•	Avoids cultural relativism of strict hermeneutics
Implicitness
•	Presumptions involved in social realities can be implicit, just as all the way down at the level of the bacterium
•	Failures of commonality constitute absence of convention
•	Violations of commonality constitute repudiation or deceit about convention
–	Requires explicit negation of some sort
Literature on Social Ontology
•	Modeling resources are externalizations
–	E.g., Lewis’ conventions in terms of behavioral regularities
•	Or beliefs and intentions with explicit (encoded) social objects
–	Gilbert, Bratman, etc.
Developmental Inadequacy
•	These would require, for example, that toddlers have explicit beliefs and intentions with explicit contents about social realities in order for them to genuinely participate in social realities
–	Also, cats and dogs
•	Object relations theory requiring full episodic memories in infancy is another example of perniciousness of encoding explicitness requirements

Persons
•	Persons are developmental emergents
•	Persons are social developmental emergents
•	Constituted in and of a social/cultural emergent level of reality
•	Human society and persons co-constitute each other, developmentally and occurrently
Culture and Persons
•	Culture induces the developmental emergent “production” of persons who co-constitute that culture
•	Culture creates its own emergence base by guiding the developmental emergence of its constituent persons
Cultural Evolution

•	Culture, then, becomes a realm of evolution with its own historicities, partially independent of the biological base
–	A unique realm of evolution

Theoretical Commitments
•	Possibility of emergence requires process metaphysics
•	Possibility of human developmental emergence requires interactive nature of what emerges
•	Possibility of emergence of persons requires co-constitutive emergence of social reality and persons
Conclusion
•	You may or may not be social in the sense of sociable,
Conclusion II
•	But you are social ontologically				(at least in a major way)


